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PostulatesPostulates ofof SRSR

Relativity Principle: physics is the same for Relativity Principle: physics is the same for 
all inertial observers.all inertial observers.
There exist a scale of velocity, which is There exist a scale of velocity, which is 
observerobserver--independent; this scale is independent; this scale is 
identified with the velocity of light identified with the velocity of light cc ((e.ge.g., ., 
velocityvelocity ofof propagationpropagation ofof photonsphotons andand ee--mm
waveswaves.).)
But But whatwhat do do thesethese postulatepostulate meanmean !?!?



The MichelsonThe Michelson--Morley experimentMorley experiment

Is there any medium carrying light, like air Is there any medium carrying light, like air 
(say) carries sound waves? Assuming that (say) carries sound waves? Assuming that 
such medium exists, and that Earth is such medium exists, and that Earth is 
moving with respect to it with velocity moving with respect to it with velocity UU, , 
we should see an effect of order of we should see an effect of order of UU22//cc2 2 in in 
the following experiment.the following experiment.






However there is no effect, which has led However there is no effect, which has led 
Einstein to abandoning ether altogether Einstein to abandoning ether altogether 
and postulating that the speed of light is and postulating that the speed of light is 
an observeran observer--independent quantity. Thus if independent quantity. Thus if 
two (inertial) observers measure speed of two (inertial) observers measure speed of 
light, they got the same result. (But we light, they got the same result. (But we 
must carefully define what does it mean must carefully define what does it mean 
``to measure’’.) ``to measure’’.) 



RelativityRelativity principleprinciple

First of all we must assume that one First of all we must assume that one 
inertial system exists. Then all other inertial system exists. Then all other 
systems (observers) moving uniformly with systems (observers) moving uniformly with 
respect to this inertial system are inertial. respect to this inertial system are inertial. 
Then relativity principle tells you that if two Then relativity principle tells you that if two 
inertial observers make the same inertial observers make the same 
experiment, they get the same result.experiment, they get the same result.
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The results of both
experiments are the
same



But this is not exactly what we want. We But this is not exactly what we want. We 
want to compare an observation of a want to compare an observation of a 
single phenomena, as viewed from two single phenomena, as viewed from two 
different systems. So we are more different systems. So we are more 
interested in the following setting.interested in the following setting.
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Now two observers 
compare different
experiments!



RelativityRelativity principleprinciple

In any inertial system both the In any inertial system both the formform of of 
physical laws and the physical laws and the values of constantsvalues of constants
in these laws are identical.in these laws are identical.
This does not mean that the This does not mean that the results of results of 
measurements of physical quantitiesmeasurements of physical quantities are are 
identical, but no measurement makes it identical, but no measurement makes it 
possible to distinguish a particular inertial possible to distinguish a particular inertial 
system.system.



In fact the result of measurement is an In fact the result of measurement is an 
invariantinvariant, and the relativity principle , and the relativity principle 
guarantees guarantees thathatt we can relate these we can relate these 
invariantsinvariants to to eacheach otherother..



To understand this consider the To understand this consider the 
measurement of components of a vector in measurement of components of a vector in 
two systems.two systems.



First gives v ex
Second gives v e’x
Both are rotation
invariant



But since neither is distinguished, there But since neither is distinguished, there 
must be a onemust be a one--toto--one relation between the one relation between the 
results of measurements (given by the results of measurements (given by the 
action of rotation group.)action of rotation group.)
In SR we have to do with ``rotations’’ in In SR we have to do with ``rotations’’ in 
spacespace--timetime or in the space of energy and or in the space of energy and 
momenta.momenta.



EnergyEnergy--momentummomentum transformationtransformation
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But But rememberremember: : allall quantitiesquantities, , E, p, E’, p’ E, p, E’, p’ 
areare invariantinvariant!!



SpaceSpace--timetime transformationstransformations

AssumeAssume thatthat thethe
phasephase ofof a a wavewave isis
invariantinvariant::

ThenThen itit followsfollows thatthat:
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RapidityRapidity andand velocityvelocity

But But nownow we we cancan relaterelate rapidityrapidity ξξ to to velocityvelocity v. v. TheThe
point point atat restrest inin primedprimed system system movesmoves withwith velocityvelocity
v v withwith respectrespect to to thethe unprimedunprimed one, one, soso we we havehave
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Lorentz Lorentz transformationstransformations
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And now And now –– back to physicsback to physics

All that I have done is just mathematics; All that I have done is just mathematics; 
we must check if it is consistent with we must check if it is consistent with 
natural physical definitions of spacenatural physical definitions of space--time time 
measurements.measurements.
To make spaceTo make space--time measurements we time measurements we 
need rulers and clocks.need rulers and clocks.



RulersRulers

By relativity principle the following recipe is By relativity principle the following recipe is 
just fine for any inertial observer: ``Take a just fine for any inertial observer: ``Take a 
given number of atoms, make them into given number of atoms, make them into 
cubic crystal; and use it as a ruler.’’cubic crystal; and use it as a ruler.’’



ClocksClocks

In Galilean relativity (Newtonian physics) In Galilean relativity (Newtonian physics) 
there exists an universal clock.there exists an universal clock.
In SR we can make a clock by using the In SR we can make a clock by using the 
ruler with mirror attached, placing it ruler with mirror attached, placing it 
perpendicularly to the direction of motion perpendicularly to the direction of motion 
and using light signals to measure time.and using light signals to measure time.






But since there is no universal time we But since there is no universal time we 
must synchronize clocks first at different must synchronize clocks first at different 
positions, at rest with respect to each positions, at rest with respect to each 
other, and then in different inertial frames.other, and then in different inertial frames.












AndAnd nownow it’sit’s timetime for a show!for a show!
HereHere areare somesome relativisticrelativistic

effectseffects
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